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ABSTRACT 
 
In this thesis, we consider a multi-channel ad hoc network employing frequency-
agile radios that utilize direct-sequence spread-spectrum signaling. Two of the key 
distributed protocols for this type of network control channel access and routing. The 
channel-access protocol is responsible for controlling access to the channels available to 
the terminals in the network, and the routing protocol determines how packets are 
forwarded among the terminals in the network. To achieve reliable and efficient network 
performance, these protocols should cooperate with one another and take advantage of 
the multiple channels available to the network.  
In this thesis, we investigate a number of channel-access strategies for selecting a 
channel as well as various channel metrics to be used with routing. For our channel-
access protocol, one channel is designated the control channel and is used to reserve 
access to one of the traffic channels.  The channel-access protocol selects the traffic 
channel for a data packet transmission by examining the characteristics of the different 
traffic channels. New channel metrics are proposed to characterize the channels, and the 
metric values are used to assign a link resistance value for a link. Least-resistance routing 
utilizes the link resistances to calculate routes. The performance of the channel metrics 
for the routing protocol and the channel-access strategies are examined with a discrete-
event simulation. From our investigations, we show that a jointly designed protocol that 
coordinates the channel-access strategies with the channel metrics results in network 
performance that is better than traditional channel-access and minimum-hop routing 
protocols. 
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CHAPTER ONE 
INTRODUCTION 
1.1   Ad hoc networks 
 
An ad hoc wireless network is a collection of wireless mobile terminals that self-
configure to form a network without the aid of any established infrastructure [1]. Unlike 
other infrastructure-based networks, the terminals of an ad hoc wireless network are 
responsible for coordinating their own packet transmissions in a distributed manner. 
Packets are routed via multihop routing in which intermediate terminals are responsible 
for forwarding a packet from its source to its destination. The channel-access protocols 
for this type of network should promote the fair use of all the channels and ensure 
adequate throughput for the network. Routing protocols that correctly and efficiently 
establish routes are needed so that a packet can be successfully forwarded to its 
destination. Mobility has a significant impact on the channel-access protocols since it 
affects link characteristics as well as link connectivity. The routing protocols must also be 
designed to be responsive to mobility, and for example, they must be able to repair routes 
after changes in network connectivity. Some advantages of an ad hoc wireless network 
are that it can be rapidly deployed and configured, can be tailored to specific applications, 
and is highly robust. These networks are used where infrastructure-based networks are 
infeasible or where a temporary network needs to be quickly deployed. Ad hoc networks 
are primarily used in military applications, though other example applications include 
emergency search-and-rescue and data acquisition in inhospitable terrains [2].  
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1.2   Software-defined radio 
 
Future wireless networks will benefit from being able to utilize multiple 
frequency channels with widely different characteristics [3]-[6]. Emerging software-
defined radios are enabling increasing flexibility in specifying the carrier frequency, 
transmission rate, and receiver bandwidth over a very wide range of possible 
configurations. As components of the radios that have typically been implemented in 
hardware are replaced with software-based systems, it becomes possible to update the 
software quickly to change the transmission frequency and format with very little delay 
[3]. These types of frequency-agile radios allow the channel parameters to be modified at 
the time the network is deployed or as the operating conditions change. 
While some portions of the spectrum are becoming saturated due to the increasing 
demand for mobile and wireless applications, other bands are idle or underutilized. For a 
network equipped with frequency-agile radios, the network operators can select 
appropriate channels for the current application, and the terminals can self-configure to 
utilize these bands. Future networks may also employ cognitive radios [4]. Cognitive 
radio has been proposed as the means to promote the efficient use of the spectrum by 
exploiting the existence of spectrum holes [5]. A key feature of a cognitive radio is the 
ability to sense underutilized portions of the spectrum and to utilize channels in the 
spectrum holes. The configurability of software-defined radios allows a network of 
cognitive radios to transmit and receive on a variety of different channels so the network 
can fully exploit the available capacity [6]. 
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1.3   Brief literature review 
 
Most of the research on networks employing the use of multiple traffic channels, 
[7]-[10], involve equipping a terminal with multiple radios or network interface cards 
tuned to a specific frequency. A link layer protocol, Multi-Radio Unification Protocol 
(MUP), was introduced in [7] that monitors channel quality on each interface and selects 
the appropriate interface whenever transmitting a packet using standard IEEE 802.11 
hardware. The authors of [8] provide a routing protocol, Multi-Radio Link-Quality 
Source Routing (MR-LQSR), for multi-radio IEEE 802.11 networks using the Weighted 
Cumulative Expected Transmission Time (WCETT) metric that assigns weights to links 
based on their bandwidth and loss rate. They also allow for simultaneous transmissions 
on each of the radios assigned to a terminal. The work of [9] attempts to improve the 
capacity of wireless mesh networks by assigning multiple radios to non-overlapping 
channels, and it also presents a centralized algorithm that assigns these channels to the 
radios. The authors of [10] also consider channel assignment for the interfaces assigned 
to each terminal, but it is a hybrid interface assignment strategy that designates a certain 
number of interfaces to stay fixed to a channel while others can frequently switch 
between the remaining channels to ensure communication. The Multi-Channel Routing 
Protocol (MCRP) is presented in [11]. This routing protocol uses a single transceiver and 
a single-channel MAC protocol that allocates different channels to different flows. The 
protocol assigns a common channel to all terminals in a flow and allows terminals to 
switch channels but does not allow two consecutive terminals in a flow to switch 
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channels. MRCP also assumes a single channel MAC protocol such as IEEE 802.11 
DCF. 
In this thesis, we consider frequency-agile radios that have the ability to easily 
change their carrier frequency and chip rate over a wide range of possibilities. However, 
unlike the work of [7]-[10], we assume that each terminal is equipped with one 
frequency-agile radio. This software-defined radio has a single half-duplex transceiver 
that can be tuned to a particular carrier frequency and its associated chip rate for each 
transmission or reception. The details for selecting the carrier frequency and chip rate are 
outside the scope of this thesis, but instead we assume that a set of frequency allocations 
is available to the radios in the network. We propose a new channel-access protocol and a 
new routing protocol that are specifically designed to account for the capabilities of such 
a software-defined radio. We show that the network performance of an ad hoc network of 
such radios can be significantly improved with a channel-access protocol that accounts 
for the ability of the network to utilize multiple bands. Furthermore, a jointly designed 
channel-access and routing protocol leads to even greater improvements in network 
performance compared to an approach in which the channel-access and routing protocols 
are not designed to cooperate. In scenarios in which the set of bands have considerable 
differences in carrier frequency and chip rate, the improvements in network performance 
are particularly significant. 
5 
1.4   Organization of thesis 
 
In this thesis, we investigate and evaluate the performance of channel-access 
strategies and routing metrics for ad hoc networks consisting of frequency-agile radios. 
Chapter 2 offers a description of the system we are considering including details for the 
physical, link, and network layers. Chapter 3 provides details of the channel-access 
strategies and routing metrics created for the system. Chapter 4 provides the attributes for 
the simulation model and presents results of our investigation of the channel-access 
strategies and also of the channel-access strategies when used with the routing metrics 
developed in Chapter 3. Lastly, Chapter 5 presents the conclusions obtained from these 
investigations. 
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CHAPTER TWO 
SYSTEM DESCRIPTION 
 
The model for the system that is used in our investigations is described in this 
chapter. We consider a three-layer system consisting of the physical, link, and network 
layers. The following sections give an overview of the model used for each layer. The 
layers above the network layer are not modeled in this thesis. 
2.1   Physical layer model 
 
The radios for this system employ direct-sequence spread-spectrum modulation. 
The information bits of a packet are encoded using a rate R = 1/2 convolutional code with 
constraint length 7. The encoded bits are referred to as symbols. There are a fixed number 
of symbols, S, for each data packet. Each symbol is spread using a spread-spectrum 
waveform consisting of N chips. Therefore, a data packet consists of NS chips where N is 
referred to as the spreading factor.  The terminals use binary phase shift keying with 
coherent demodulation.  
Each terminal has a single half-duplex transceiver that can be instantaneously 
tuned to any one of multiple channels that are available to the terminals. We assume a 
frequency-agile radio system in which M nonoverlapping channels are available for use by 
the terminals. The carrier frequency and chip rate are different for each channel. All 
terminals tuned to a particular channel use the same carrier frequency and chip rate. 
Denote the carrier frequency for channel i as fi and the channels are numbered so that f1 < 
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f2 < …< fM. The chip duration for channel i is 
! 
T
C
i
. For the systems considered in this 
thesis, we assume that if fi < fj, then 
! 
T
C
i
> 
! 
TC j  (i.e., a channel with a higher carrier 
frequency has a larger chip rate). We assume N and R are fixed and the same for each 
channel. The data rate for channel i is  
! 
D
i
=
R
NT
C
i
,          (2.1) 
so an increase in chip rate results in an increase in data rate. The model for each channel 
includes additive white Gaussian noise, path loss, and multiple-access interference. 
The transmit power is fixed and the same for all terminals. Let PT denote the 
transmit power and d denote the distance between the transmitter and receiver. Also, 
allow λi to denote the wavelength of the carrier frequency for channel i (i.e., λi = c/fi 
where c is the speed of light). For this channel, the received power, 
! 
P
0
i
, is calculated as 
     
! 
P
0
i
= P
T
"
i
4#d
$ 
% 
& 
' 
( 
) 
*
        (2.2) 
 
where  α is known as the path loss factor [12]. Even though we consider multiple 
channels, a single omni-directional antenna model is employed in which it is assumed 
that the antenna gains are unity for all carrier frequencies. We also assume the path loss 
factor is the same for all channels. An area of future work is to develop improved models 
for the antennas and path loss. 
The probability that a packet is successfully acquired and decoded depends on the 
symbol-energy to interference plus noise ratio (EINR). We briefly summarize the EINR 
model here, and additional details are found in [13]. Even though the transmit power is 
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the same for all channels, the chip duration and path loss are not, and the received symbol 
energy for channel i is N
! 
P
0
i
! 
T
C
i
. Let N0 denote the one-sided noise power spectral density. 
We assume that the receiver bandwidth for channel i, Bi, is Bi = 
! 
1/T
C
i
. Let 
! 
P
I
i
 denote the 
received power due to multiple-access interference from all transmissions except the 
intended transmission. The average spectral density due to multiple-access interference is 
! 
P
I
i
/Bi. The EINR for channel i is defined as  
E i 
! 
=
NP
0
i
T
C
i
N
0
+ P
I
i
T
C
i
.         (2.3) 
An acquisition header precedes each transmission. The receiver must acquire this 
header before the packet can be demodulated and decoded. For each channel, a single 
acquisition threshold is selected via [14] that provides acceptable performance for a 
variety of different channel conditions as described in [15]. The acquisition threshold is 
chosen so that performance is limited by the probability of successfully decoding the 
packet rather than acquiring it. The packet error probability model for this system is 
described in [13]. This probability is computed using the bit error probability and the 
first-event error probability for the convolutional code. 
We define the communication range as the value of d that results in a target E i for 
channel i with no multiple-access interference. To illustrate the difference in 
communication ranges for different channels consider a target EINR of β and fixed 
transmit power. Let Δi denote the maximum distance between a transmitter and receiver 
to achieve the target EINR assuming no multiple-access interference for channel i. Using 
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(2.1), (2.2), and (2.3) and solving for the distance, Δi, we see that Δi is related to fi and Di 
by 
! 
" i =
1
fi D
#
i
•
c
4$
PTR
N
0
%
& 
' 
( 
) 
* 
+ 
1
#
.            (2.4) 
 
This illustrates that Δi decreases with an increase in carrier frequency or an increase in 
data rate. Using the assumption above, a channel with a higher carrier frequency has a 
larger data rate and hence a smaller communication range. For our system, channel 1 has 
the lowest carrier frequency and longest communication range among all the channels. 
2.2   Link layer model 
 
A channel-access protocol for a system with multiple channels is described in 
[13], however, the protocol assumes that the communication range and data rate are the 
same for all channels. We describe the key details of the channel-access protocol next, 
and in Chapter 3 we describe our modifications to the protocol that account for our 
system model. Channel 1 is reserved for the control channel and the remaining M-1 
channels are for traffic. Request-to-send (RTS) and clear-to-send (CTS) packets are 
transmitted on the control channel and serve to reserve access on a traffic channel for a 
data packet transmission.  Packets transmitted on the traffic channels are data packets as 
well as positive acknowledgment (ACK) and negative acknowledgement (NACK) 
packets.  The source terminal sends an RTS packet to initiate a transmission with the 
destination terminal. This RTS packet includes a list of the traffic channels that are 
available to the source terminal. A traffic channel is available if it is currently unblocked. 
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Determining when a traffic channel is blocked is described below. If the destination 
terminal acquires and decodes the RTS packet, it checks if the transmission is acceptable. 
The transmission is acceptable if at least one of the traffic channels that are available to 
the destination terminal matches a channel indicated by the source terminal in the RTS 
packet.  If the destination terminal deems the transmission acceptable, it sends a CTS 
packet indicating the traffic channel on which the data packet transmission will occur. 
The destination terminal then tunes to that traffic channel to await the data packet 
transmission. If the source terminal acquires and decodes the CTS packet, it transmits the 
data packet to the destination terminal on the traffic channel indicated in the CTS packet. 
Upon the acquisition of the data packet, the destination terminal responds with an ACK 
packet if the data packet is decoded and with a NACK packet if the data packet is not 
decoded.  
Suppose we have the scenario depicted in Figure 2.1 in which terminal A wishes 
to transmit to terminal B. The traffic channel availability for each terminal is listed in 
Table 2.1. As shown, terminal A transmits an RTS packet indicating its available 
channels (i.e., 3 and 4) to terminal B. Terminal B acquires and decodes this RTS packet 
and replies with a CTS packet indicating that the packet transmission should occur on 
channel 4. Channel 4 is chosen because it is the only channel indicated in the RTS packet 
that is available to terminal B. Terminal A transmits the data packet on channel 4 and the 
packet is acquired and decoded by terminal B. Lastly, terminal B transmits an ACK 
packet which is acquired and decoded by terminal A. New rules for selecting available 
channels are described in Chapter 3. 
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We assume both receiver-directed and common spreading codes are available to 
the terminals (e.g., see [16] or [17]). An RTS, ACK, NACK, or data packet is transmitted 
using a receiver-directed spreading code. These transmissions can only be acquired by 
their intended recipient. A CTS packet is transmitted using a common spreading code and 
can be received by any neighbor that is in the receive mode on the control channel.  
Figure 2.1 Sample transmission from terminal A to terminal B 
Channel Availability  
Terminal 2 3 4 
A blocked unblocked unblocked 
B unblocked blocked unblocked 
Table 2.1 Channel availability for terminals in Figure 2.1   
A B 
RTS 
ch: 3,4 
DATA 
ACK 
CTS 
ch: 4 
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A channel-access protocol can be classified as either a blocking or non-blocking 
protocol. For the blocking protocols considered in this thesis, a receiver uses the CTS 
packet to signal to its neighbors that they should not initiate a new transmission on the 
same traffic channel while the receiver is using the channel. For a non-blocking protocol, 
the receiver does not attempt to prevent other terminals from transmitting. If a 
neighboring terminal acquires and decodes a CTS packet intended for another terminal, 
referred to as an overheard CTS packet, and if a blocking channel-access protocol is 
being utilized, the terminal will refrain from using the channel indicated by the CTS 
packet for a period of time equivalent to the duration of the data packet and subsequent 
ACK packet transmissions. This channel is considered blocked. However, if a non-
blocking channel-access protocol is being utilized, overheard CTS packets are ignored 
and the channel indicated by the CTS packet will not be blocked. 
After receiving or transmitting a packet on a traffic channel, a terminal may 
initiate a new attempt to forward a data packet. However, this terminal does not know the 
current availability of the traffic channels because it has not been listening on the control 
channel. To reduce the chance that this terminal uses a traffic channel that is not 
available, a pacing mechanism is enabled. This mechanism requires a terminal to listen 
on the control channel for a certain period of time to learn the availability of the traffic 
channels before initiating another forwarding attempt. The calculation of the pacing time 
is described in [13]. A terminal waiting for a CTS packet, data packet, or ACK packet 
that fails to acquire the transmission, times out and declares the transmission attempt 
unsuccessful. The timeout time is calculated using the same pacing mechanism. Pacing 
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also reduces contention on the control channel and improves fairness. The details of 
pacing are further explained in [13].  
2.3   Network layer model 
 
Least-resistance routing (LRR) [18] is a routing protocol in which each link is 
assigned a resistance. This link resistance is a measure of the quality of the link, the 
ability to forward a packet on the link, and the ability to receive and store a packet. 
Consider the link from terminal A to terminal B. The metric IR(A,B) is based on the link 
quality for the forward link and the metric L(A,B) is based on the recent history of 
unsuccessful transmission attempts for the forward link. The link resistance measure of 
the link from terminal A to B is calculated as 
! 
LR(A,B) = L(A,B) + IR(A,B) .            (2.5) 
 
The route resistance for a source-destination pair is the sum of the link resistances for the 
links in the route. New metrics are described in Chapter 3. 
Information needed for LRR is transmitted in packet radio organization packets 
(PROPs), data packets, and acknowledgements. Data packets update the link resistance of 
the reverse link of a transmission while acknowledgements update the link resistance of 
the forward link of a transmission. PROPs are network layer packets that contain control 
information needed to build routing tables. A distributed and asynchronous routing 
protocol based on the Bellman-Ford algorithm [19] is used with LRR. A PROP also 
contains a table of incoming resistance values for the reverse links from the neighbors of 
the terminal to itself. Each terminal periodically transmits a PROP. For the system 
considered in this thesis, PROPs are assigned to a traffic channel in a cyclical manner. 
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For example, if there are three channels, the first, second, and third PROP will be 
transmitted on channels 2, 3, and 2, respectively. When the assigned traffic channel is 
available, the RTS packet for the PROP is transmitted on the control channel and the 
PROP is transmitted on the assigned traffic channel. Both transmissions use the common 
spreading code.  
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CHAPTER THREE 
PROTOCOLS 
 
In this section, we present our channel-access and routing protocols. The channel-
access protocol includes new methods for selecting the traffic channel for a data packet 
transmission. The routing protocol uses our new metrics to assign a link resistance that 
accounts for the different channel characteristics. These protocols are designed to 
cooperate with one another and to take advantage of the multiple traffic channels 
available to the radio. 
3.1   Channel-access protocol 
 
Our new channel-access protocol is an extension to the link-layer protocols 
described in Section 2.2. A new addition to the system is the ability to declare a traffic 
channel as good or bad. A terminal keeps track of the outcome of recent transmissions 
and receptions on each of its traffic channels to each of its neighbors. If a traffic channel 
from terminal A to terminal B is declared good, then terminal A is allowed to transmit to 
terminal B using that particular channel. However if the traffic channel is declared bad, 
terminal A is not permitted to transmit to terminal B using that channel.  
An overview of the channel-access protocol is outlined in Figure 3.1. All traffic 
channels for each source-destination pair are initially bad. A traffic channel is declared 
good for transmitting from terminal A to terminal B when terminal A receives a PROP on 
that particular channel from terminal B. A source terminal keeps a counter, Cerr, for each 
traffic channel to each neighbor. This counter keeps track of the number of NACK 
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packets received and the number of CTS packets that are received without receiving the 
corresponding acknowledgement for the data packet. When Cerr exceeds a threshold, γ, 
the traffic channel is declared bad. A terminal resets Cerr for a traffic channel to a 
neighbor whenever a PROP or ACK packet is received on the traffic channel from that 
neighbor. If all the traffic channels from terminal A to B are bad, terminal A removes B as 
its neighbor and A updates its routing tables.  
For the channel-access protocol described in Section 2.2, the selection of a traffic 
channel depends on the blocking status of the channels. We extend the protocol to also 
consider the good or bad status of the channels. For a channel-access protocol with 
blocking enabled, a free channel refers to a traffic channel that is good and is not blocked. 
If blocking is not enabled, a free channel simply refers to a traffic channel that is good. 
Before the network layer sends a data packet to the MAC layer, it first checks if there 
exists at least one free channel. If there are no free channels available for the 
transmission, the packet is skipped and the next data packet in the queue is considered for 
forwarding.  
The operation of the source and destination terminals for a forwarding attempt is 
shown in Figure 3.1. We consider four strategies for selecting a channel. The highest 
frequency with blocking approach finds the traffic channel with the largest carrier 
frequency that is not blocked at both the source and destination. The source terminal lists 
all of the free channels in the RTS packet. The destination terminal selects the channel 
with the largest carrier frequency from the RTS packet that is also free at the destination 
terminal. If a free traffic channel is not found, the destination ignores the RTS packet and 
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the data packet transmission does not occur. For our system, this method selects the 
channel with the fastest data rate and smallest communication range that is not blocked. 
This reduces the transmission time and limits the multiple-access interference created for 
the other terminals. While this method attempts to select the good channel with the fastest 
data rate, the source and destination will utilize another channel that is free rather than 
wait for the fastest channel to become free.  
The second strategy is similar to the first, except the source and destination 
terminals must find that the good channel with the largest carrier frequency is not blocked 
in order to transmit the data packet, and this is called the highest/deferred approach. If the 
source terminal finds that the good traffic channel with the largest carrier frequency is 
blocked, the packet is also skipped and an RTS packet is not sent. Otherwise, the source 
terminal lists all the good channels in the RTS packet, and the destination terminal selects 
the traffic channel from the RTS packet with the largest carrier frequency that is also 
good at the destination terminal. The destination terminal ignores the RTS packet if the 
channel it selects is blocked. This limits the channel-access protocol to using the channel 
with the fastest data rate only, and a forwarding attempt must wait for the channel to 
become unblocked rather than use a slower channel that is not blocked.  
The final two strategies are simpler. The third strategy does not consider blocking 
but just the carrier frequency, and the fourth strategy considers blocking only and ignores 
the carrier frequency. The highest frequency without blocking approach chooses the 
traffic channel with the largest carrier frequency that is good at both the source and 
destination terminals. Note that this method does not include blocking and the good 
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channel with the fastest data rate is always selected. The random with blocking approach 
has the source list all the good channels that are not blocked in the RTS packet. The 
destination determines which of the channels in the RTS are not blocked at the 
destination, and chooses one of the channels randomly with a uniform distribution. This 
method is similar to the scheme described in [13]. 
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Figure 3.1 Base channel-access protocol for source and destination terminals 
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Another change to the basic channel-access protocol described in Section 2.2 
concerns the processing of overheard CTS packets. The actions of terminals that acquire 
an overheard CTS packet are outlined in Figure 3.2. Because the control channel and the 
traffic channels have different data rates and carrier frequencies, the communication 
range on different channels can be significantly different. For the system model 
employed in this thesis, we assume that channels with a higher carrier frequency also 
have a larger data rate. From (2.4), we see that an increase in carrier frequency or an 
increase in data rate results in a smaller communication range for a particular channel.  
 Consider the example network of Figure 3.3 in which the system consists of four 
channels with Δi for each channel listed in Table 3.1. Terminal A initiates a forwarding 
attempt with terminal B and terminal B replies with a CTS packet indicating that the data 
packet transmission will occur on channel 4. This CTS packet is also acquired at terminal 
C since it is transmitted on the control channel. However, it is extremely unlikely that 
terminal C will have received a PROP on channel 4 from terminal A or B because the 
distances from terminal A to C and from terminal B to C are larger than the 
communication range on channel 4. A transmission from terminal C to any other terminal 
on channel 4 does not cause a significant amount of interference at terminals A and B. 
Thus, while terminal C can receive overheard CTS packets from terminals A and B, it is 
not necessary for terminal C to block channel 4. Because terminal C is unable to receive 
PROPs from terminals A and B on channel 4, terminal C has the links to terminals A and 
B on channel 4 as bad. Hence, we update the blocking protocol so that a terminal that 
overhears a CTS packet does not block the traffic channel listed in the CTS packet if the 
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terminal has declared both links to the terminals that are the source and destination of the 
CTS packet transmission on this channel bad. 
Figure 3.2 Base channel-access protocol for neighboring terminals 
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Channel Δ i 
4 322.8 m 
3 473.7 m 
2 813.4 m 
1 (Control) 813.4 m 
Table 3.1 Δi for channels of example network 
 
 
3.2   Routing protocol 
 
We have developed two new channel metrics that are used to characterize the 
traffic channels. These channel metrics are incorporated into the link metric, IR(A,B), for 
the link from terminal A to B. The link metric is used in conjunction with LRR as 
described in Section 2.3.  
The data rate channel metric is based on the channel’s data rate. Let Wi denote 
the channel metric for channel i, and let Dmax denote the maximum data rate among all 
the traffic channels. The channel metric for channel i is  
      
! 
W
i
=
D
max
D
i
.                  (3.1) 
 
Figure 3.3 Example network 
100m 700m 
A CTS C B 
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For example, suppose channels 2, 3, and 4 of a system have data rates of 100kbps, 
200kbps, and 1800kbps, respectively. The data rate channel metric values for channels 2, 
3, and 4 are 18, 9, and 1, respectively. This channel metric accounts for the amount of 
time it takes for a data packet transmission. A transmission takes less time on a traffic 
channel with a lower channel metric value than a traffic channel with a higher channel 
metric value.  
We also consider a second channel metric, called fastest link. The M-1 traffic 
channels are arranged in order of increasing data rate (D2 < D3 < …< DM), and the 
channel metric for channel M-i is   
! 
W
M " i = T
i
,    
! 
0 " i " M # 2          (3.2) 
 
where T is the number of terminals in the network. This metric assigns the traffic channel 
with the highest data rate a value of 1. The channel metric values for the remaining traffic 
channels are much larger. With this metric, the routing protocol is limited to utilizing 
only the links with the highest data rates, when possible. A route includes a link at a 
lower data rate only if no route exists using only links at higher data rates. 
The link metric for the link from terminal A to B, IR(A,B), is equal to the 
minimum channel metric value among the traffic channels that are good. If none of the 
channels are good, the value for the link is infinity. Whether a channel is blocked or 
unblocked is not considered.  
For the systems considered in this thesis, we assume that channels with a higher 
carrier frequency have a larger data rate. The maximum range for reliable communication 
assuming no interference for each channel listed in Table 3.1 is depicted in Figure 3.4. 
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The terminal’s location is at point (0,0). Observing this graph makes it obvious that 
choosing a channel with a large carrier frequency produces interference in a smaller area. 
Also, by opting for channels with higher data rates, the length of time that the 
transmission causes interference for other terminals is reduced. Thus, a channel metric 
that emphasizes using links with a high data rate reduces the level of multiple-access 
interference from the transmission in addition to the amount of time that the transmission 
causes interference. 
 
     
    
Figure 3.4 Δi ranges for the channels of the example network 
 
Δ1 = Δ2 = 813.4 m 
Δ3 = 473.7 m 
Δ4= 322.8 m 
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The reception of a PROP, data packet, acknowledgement, or the lack of reception 
of an acknowledgment can cause the link resistance between the transmitter and receiver 
to change. As mentioned in Section 2.3, the reception of a PROP or data packet updates 
the link resistance for the reverse link and the reception of an acknowledgement updates 
the link resistance for the forward link. After the reception of a PROP, a channel will be 
declared good if it is not already good. The value of the link metric for the link from the 
receiver to the transmitter of the PROP is also updated. 
Whenever the source A does not acquire an acknowledgement for a data packet 
transmission to destination B, the value of the unsuccessful attempts metric, L(A,B), is 
incremented by inc_res. The failure of A to receive an acknowledgment from B indicates 
that B may not be in range of A on that channel. However, the link resistance measure is 
not incremented when a NACK packet is received. A packet that is acquired but not 
decoded may indicate a short period of multiple-access interference rather than a 
significant change in the position of the two terminals. This reflects the quality of the 
particular traffic channel and not necessarily the quality of the link between the source 
and destination. So instead of increasing the resistance of the link, we increment Cerr for 
the traffic channel that was used for the transmission. 
Recall that when the number of NACK packets received in addition to the number 
of expected acknowledgements that are not acquired exceeds γ (Cerr > γ), the channel is 
declared bad. If a channel from terminal A to B is declared bad after acquiring a NACK 
packet, L(A,B) is reset to zero and LR(A,B) is simply equal to IR(A,B), the new link 
metric. However, if the channel is declared bad after the failure to receive any type of 
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acknowledgment, L(A,B) is not reset. Although the next transmission on this link will use 
a different channel, the unsuccessful attempts metric, L(A,B) is increased by inc_res 
because of the unsuccessful forwarding attempt.  
Whenever the link resistance is updated, the routes and route resistances for all 
destinations using that link are also updated. The route resistance is updated by adding 
any change in the link resistance to the current value of the route resistance. For each data 
packet transmission from terminal A to B, terminal A updates its routes and route 
resistances for all destinations that use the link to terminal B whether an ACK/NACK 
packet is received or no acknowledgement is received at all. Also whenever terminal B 
acquires a data packet from terminal A, terminal B will update all of its routes and route 
resistances for destinations that use the link to terminal A.  Consider the example of 
Figure 3.5. The dotted line between two terminals represents a link between the terminals 
and the number associated with the dotted line represents the resistance for that link. The 
solid arrows illustrate the route from terminal A to D as A-B-D and the dashed arrows 
illustrate the route from terminal A to E as A-B-E. Both routes have a resistance of 8. 
Assume one of the traffic channels becomes bad for the link from terminal A to B so that 
the resistance value of the link changes to 8. This causes the routes and route resistances 
to change as is depicted in Figure 3.6. The route from terminal A to E is now A-C-E with 
a route resistance of 9, and the route from terminal A to D is now A-C-E-D with a route 
resistance of 11. 
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Figure 3.5 Routing example 
Figure 3.6 Routing example after link resistance update 
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CHAPTER FOUR 
SIMULATION MODEL AND RESULTS 
 
In this chapter, we investigate the performance of the channel-access and routing 
protocols presented in Chapter 3. A brief overview of the simulation model is given along 
with the values for key parameters. Simulation results for the approaches to channel 
access are first compared with one another. Then, the performance of channel access in 
conjunction with the channel metrics is examined. 
4.1   Simulation parameters 
 
An OPNET simulation is used to model the system and investigate the 
performance of the protocols formulated in Chapter 3. Our simulation model is an 
extension of the model described in [20] and we summarize the key details of the model 
next. The acquisition and packet error probability models of the physical layer follow the 
work of [13] and [15]. The acquisition header for each packet is fixed and the acquisition 
threshold is selected for each channel based on the work of [14]. The link layer follows 
the channel-access protocol and pacing mechanism of [13] while the network layer 
utilizes LRR as described in [18]. The link layer and network layer of the OPNET 
simulation are modified to include the channel-access and routing protocols discussed in 
Chapter 3.  The simulation parameters used for all simulations are listed in Table 4.1.  
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Parameter Value 
Information bits per data packet 5000 
Information bits per PROP packet 5000 
Information bits per control packet 50 
Spreading factor (N) 16 
Number of channels (M) 4 
Carrier frequency of control channel (f1) 1GHz 
Control channel data rate (D1) 125kbps 
∆i for control channel 1626 meters 
Transmit power (PT) 1.0 W 
Path loss factor (α) 3 
One-sided noise power spectral density (N0) 
! 
4 "10
#21 W/Hz 
Cerr threshold (γ) 5 
Increment for failed forwarding attempt 
(inc_res) 
0.25 
Number of terminals (T) 25 
Simulation duration 5000s 
Queue size 10 pkts 
Forwarding attempts (F) 6 
Forwarding attempts using primary link (P) 4 
Table 4.1 Parameters used by the simulation model 
 
 
Each terminal generates packets via a Poisson packet generator and the 
destination for each packet is selected randomly with a uniform distribution among the 
other terminals in the network. A terminal is allowed up to F forwarding attempts for 
each packet. Each terminal has a primary and secondary outgoing link to each destination 
where the first P forwarding attempts occur on the primary outgoing link and the 
remaining attempts are made using the secondary outgoing link. After F failed 
forwarding attempts, the packet is discarded. A failed forwarding attempt occurs when 
the source terminal fails to receive a CTS packet after an RTS packet transmission or 
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fails to receive an ACK packet after a data packet transmission. The simulation employs 
lateral forwarding [18] to prevent a packet from being forwarded on a route with a loop.  
The performance metric examined is the end-to-end success probability, which is 
the fraction of the packets generated that reach their destinations. In addition, we consider 
the performance threshold as the smallest generation rate for which the end-to-end 
success probability is less than 90%. For example, if the performance threshold for 
protocol A is 4.3 packets/second and is 3.6 packets/second for protocol B, then we say 
that the traffic that can be carried by protocol A increases by 19.4% over that which can 
be carried by protocol B. The performance metric and threshold are examined for each 
simulation as the packet generation rate increases.  
4.2   Network scenarios 
 
We consider three different network scenarios. Each scenario employs three 
traffic channels and one control channel. The carrier frequency for channels 2, 3 and 4 
are 1GHz, 3GHz, and 9GHz, respectively. Note that the carrier frequency for the control 
channel and channel 2 differ by a small amount so that the channels are nonoverlapping. 
The differences between the scenarios involve the assignment of the data rates among the 
traffic channels. The differences between the data rates on the traffic channels are small 
in the small scenario, larger in the mid scenario, and the largest in the large scenario. The 
attributes for the small, mid, and large scenarios are in Tables 4.2, 4.3, and 4.4, 
respectively. The data rates for the small scenario differ by a factor of 1.5 between 
channels 3 and 4 and by a factor of 2.25 between traffic channels 2 and 4. These factors 
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are 1.5 and 3, respectively, for the mid scenario and are 3 and 9, respectively, for the 
large scenario. 
 
 
Channel fi 
(GHz) 
Di 
(kbps) 
 Δ i 
(meters) 
2 1 125 1626 
3 3 187.5 473 
4 9 281.25 138 
Table 4.2 Traffic channel attributes for the small scenario 
 
 
Channel fi 
(GHz) 
Di 
(kbps) 
 Δ i 
(meters) 
2 1 125 1626 
3 3 250 430 
4 9 375 125 
Table 4.3 Traffic channel attributes for the mid scenario  
 
 
Channel fi 
(GHz) 
Di 
(kbps) 
 Δ i 
(meters) 
2 1 125 1626 
3 3 375 376 
4 9 1125 87 
Table 4.4 Traffic channel attributes for the large scenario 
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4.3   Network topologies 
 
Each scenario is tested for three different network topologies consisting of 25 
terminals. For the small- and medium-scaled topologies, the terminals are arranged in a 5 
by 5 grid as shown in Figure 4.1. The value of d for the small-scaled topology is 15m and 
the diameter is approximately 85m. For each scenario, this topology allows each terminal 
to transmit to every other terminal using any of the three traffic channels. The value of d 
for the medium-scaled topology is 87m. In this topology for each scenario, a terminal can 
only transmit to its closest neighbors on channel 4, a subset of terminals, CM, on channel 
3, and all terminals on channel 2. The large-scaled topology is composed of three clusters 
that are denoted A, B, and C in Figure 4.2. The distance between adjacent terminals, d1, is 
85m. The distances d2 and d3 are 274m and 357m, respectively. The distance between 
clusters A and B, dAB, is 600m. The distances dAC and dBC are the distances between 
clusters A and C and clusters B and C, respectively. These distances are both 376m. For 
each scenario, a terminal in cluster A and a terminal in cluster B can communicate 
directly using channel 2 only. To communicate directly between terminals in clusters A 
and C or clusters B and C, traffic channels 2 or 3 can be used. Also, for each scenario, 
this topology allows a terminal to communicate with its closest neighbors on channel 4, a 
subset of terminals, CL, on channel 3 (CM > CL), and all terminals on channel 2. 
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Figure 4.1 Grid topology 
Figure 4.2 Large-scaled topology 
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4.4   Channel-access independent of routing 
 
The performance of the four strategies for selecting a traffic channel (i.e., highest 
frequency with blocking, highest/deferred, highest frequency without blocking, and 
random with blocking) is evaluated in this section for all combinations of topologies and 
scenarios. We have examined the performance of the channel-access strategies with two 
different network-layer models. In one model, relaying is disabled and a terminal must 
forward a packet directly to its destination. In the other model, relaying is permitted and a 
simple metric that results in minimum-hop routing is employed. However, for the 
topologies employed in this study, all terminals are within communication range for the 
channel with the lowest carrier frequency, so the difference between the two network-
layer models is minor. We have found the performance and our conclusions for the 
channel-access strategies to be similar for both network-layer models. Due to space 
considerations, we present results for only the minimum-hop routing model here. 
 The performance results for the channel-access approaches in the small-, 
medium-, and large-scaled topologies for the small scenario are shown in Figures 4.3, 
4.4, and 4.5, respectively. In Figures 4.6, 4.7, and 4.8 are the results from the mid 
scenario for the small-, medium-, and large-scaled topologies, respectively, and the 
results from the large scenario for the small-, medium-, and large-scaled topologies are in 
Figures 4.9, 4.10, and 4.11, respectively. Similar results were also obtained for 
investigations using a different set of carrier frequencies and data rates, and they are not 
included here. 
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 Examining these figures reveals that the highest frequency with blocking 
approach performs well across all network topologies and scenarios. In fact, the highest 
frequency with blocking approach has larger success probabilities than the random with 
blocking and highest frequency without blocking approaches. In Figures 4.3- 4.11, we see 
that there is a small improvement in the success probabilities of the highest frequency 
with blocking approach over the random with blocking approach. The improvements in 
the performance thresholds in the small-, medium-, and large-scaled topologies for the 
small scenario are 3.125%, 4.2%, and 5.9%, respectively. These improvements are 7.1%, 
and 13.3% for the medium- and large-scaled topologies, respectively, for the mid 
scenario and are 4.5%, 3.2% and 8.3% for the small-, medium-, and large-scaled 
topologies, respectively, for the large scenario. The performance thresholds are identical 
for the highest frequency with blocking and random with blocking approaches in the 
small-scaled topology with the mid scenario. The success probabilities for both 
approaches are similar because both employ blocking and with heavy traffic loads, both 
utilize all of the traffic channels. 
We have also examined the highest frequency with blocking and random with 
blocking approaches in networks in which some packets must be relayed to their 
destinations. In these networks, there is a modest improvement in network performance 
for the highest frequency with blocking approach compared to the random with blocking 
approach. Because some transmission attempts require a traffic channel with a lower 
carrier frequency, the highest frequency with blocking approach increases the probability 
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that transmissions on links that do not require a low carrier frequency do not use these 
channels. 
The highest frequency with blocking approach achieves higher end-to-end 
probability of success values than the highest frequency without blocking approach. 
Because there are significant sources of multiple-access interference even in the large-
scaled topology, blocking significantly improves the probability that a data packet 
transmission is successful. The network performance increase of the highest frequency 
with blocking approach over the highest frequency without blocking approach increases 
as the network size increases. As terminals move further apart, the distance between them 
becomes too large for transmissions to occur on the shorter traffic channels. Without 
blocking enabled, the longer traffic channels are used by more terminals simultaneously 
causing more interference to a larger set of terminals for a longer amount of time. The 
additional interference caused by these neighboring transmissions results in an increased 
probability that the receivers fail to acquire or decode the data packets. The improvement 
in the performance threshold of the highest frequency with blocking approach over that 
of the highest frequency without blocking approach in the large-scaled topology is 157%, 
183% and 225% for the small, mid, and large scenarios, respectively. This performance 
increase decreases to 108%, 100%, and 100% for the medium-scaled topology with the 
small, mid, and large scenarios, respectively. It decreases even further to 106%, 74%, and 
25% for the small-scaled topology with the small, mid, and large scenarios, respectively. 
The highest frequency with blocking approach also has larger success 
probabilities than the highest/deferred approach in networks for which the density of the 
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terminals is medium or high. The difference in success probabilities is the largest for high 
density networks, and the gain decreases for lower density networks. The traffic that can 
be carried by the highest frequency with blocking approach at our performance threshold 
increases by 120%, 100%, and 43% over that which can be carried by the 
highest/deferred approach at our performance threshold in the small-scaled topology for 
the small, mid, and large scenarios, respectively. This performance improvement 
decreases to 56%, 50% and 28% for the medium-scaled topology with the small, mid, 
and large scenarios, respectively. Because the short fast links with high carrier 
frequencies are used more often in dense networks, the highest/deferred approach defers 
many transmissions and does not utilize all of the channels. 
Although the highest frequency with blocking approach has the largest success 
probabilities in many networks, the highest/deferred approach performs well in networks 
in which the density of the terminals is low. In the large-scaled topology for the small and 
large scenarios, the performance threshold of the highest/deferred approach is higher than 
that of the highest frequency with blocking approach by 5.6% and 7.7%, respectively. 
The performance thresholds are approximately the same for the two in the large-scaled 
topology with the mid scenario. This shows that it is advantageous to reserve the long 
links with low data rates in networks with smaller densities. Although the 
highest/deferred approach performs well in these networks, its performance is much 
worse in medium and large density networks. This is the reason we claim that the highest 
frequency with blocking approach has the best overall performance. However, when used 
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in conjunction with routing, there are situations in which the highest/deferred approach to 
channel access performs very well, and this is illustrated in the next section. 
Figure 4.3 Performance of channel-access strategies for small-scaled topology with the 
small scenario 
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Figure 4.4 Performance of channel-access strategies for medium-scaled topology with the 
small scenario 
Figure 4.5 Performance of channel-access strategies for large-scaled topology with the 
small scenario 
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Figure 4.6 Performance of channel-access strategies for small-scaled topology with the 
mid scenario 
Figure 4.7 Performance of channel-access strategies for medium-scaled topology with the 
mid scenario  
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Figure 4.8 Performance of channel-access strategies for large-scaled topology with the 
mid scenario  
Figure 4.9 Performance of channel-access strategies for small-scaled topology with the 
large scenario 
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Figure 4.10 Performance of channel-access strategies for medium-scaled topology with 
the large scenario 
Figure 4.11 Performance of channel-access strategies for large-scaled topology with the 
large scenario 
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4.5   Channel-access with routing 
 
In this section, we evaluate the performance of the channel-access protocol of 
Section 3.1 combined with the routing metrics discussed in Section 3.2. We compare the 
data rate and fastest link channel metrics with a min hop channel metric. The min hop 
channel metric simply sets the channel metric of each traffic channel equal to one, and 
this results in minimum-hop routing. Because the highest frequency with blocking 
approach has the largest success probabilities for a variety of topologies and network 
scenarios, our first investigations of the channel metrics use this approach. We found that 
for the small-scaled topology of each scenario, the performance thresholds of the various 
channel metrics are nearly identical, and results for these simulations are not shown. The 
channel metric results for the medium- and large-scaled topologies with the small 
scenario are in Figures 4.12 and 4.13, respectively. Figures 4.14 and 4.15 depict the 
results for the medium- and large-scaled topologies, respectively, with the mid scenario, 
and the results for the medium- and large-scaled topologies with the large scenario are in 
Figures 4.16 and 4.17, respectively. 
The data rate channel metric, which accounts for the data rate of the channel, has 
higher end-to-end success probability values than the min hop channel metric and the 
fastest link channel metric. There is a 16% and 11% increase in the performance 
thresholds of the data rate channel metric over those of the min hop channel metric for 
the medium- and large-scaled topologies, respectively, with the small scenario. These 
percentages increase to 16.7% and 23.5% for the medium- and large-scaled topologies, 
respectively, with the mid scenario and increase even further to 46.88% and 85% for the 
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medium- and large-scaled topologies, respectively, with the large scenario. The poor 
performance of the min hop channel metric is because it assumes that all links are equal.  
We now compare the results of the fastest link channel metric with those of the 
data rate and min hop channel metrics. For the medium- and large-scaled topologies with 
the small and mid scenarios (Figures 4.12-4.15), we see that the success probabilities of 
the fastest link channel metric is even worse than that of the min hop channel metric. The 
amount of traffic that can be carried at our performance threshold by the data rate channel 
metric increases by 38% and 25% over that which can be carried at our performance 
threshold by the fastest link channel metric in the medium- and large-scaled topologies, 
respectively, with the small scenario. This increase is 29.6% and 23.5% in the medium- 
and large-scaled topologies, respectively, with the mid scenario. In Figure 4.17, we see 
that the performance threshold of the fastest link channel metric is larger than that of the 
min hop channel metric but still lower than that of the data rate channel metric by 26%. 
Although the fastest link channel metric emphasizes using the shorter links with faster 
data rates, it is not taking advantage of the additional capacity available on the other 
channels.  
While the data rate channel metric has a higher performance threshold than the 
other metrics in most situations, notice that for the medium-scaled topology with the 
large scenario, the fastest link channel metric has the highest performance threshold, as 
shown in Figure 4.16.  In fact, the performance threshold of the fastest link channel 
metric is higher than that of the data rate channel metric by 8.5%. This shows that the 
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fastest link channel metric may be advantageous in some situations, and we present 
additional investigations next. 
Figure 4.12 Performance of channel metrics for medium-scaled topology with the small 
scenario 
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Figure 4.13 Performance of channel metrics for large-scaled topology with the small 
scenario 
Figure 4.14 Performance of channel metrics for medium-scaled topology with the mid 
scenario 
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Figure 4.15 Performance of channel metrics for large-scaled topology with the mid 
scenario 
Figure 4.16 Performance of channel metrics for medium-scaled topology with the large 
scenario 
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Although the highest frequency with blocking approach to channel access has 
larger success probabilities in most of our topologies and scenarios, a combination of the 
highest/deferred approach to channel access, certain networks, and certain channel 
metrics allow the highest/deferred approach to perform considerably better than the 
highest frequency with blocking approach. Three of the combinations are considered 
next, and the results are shown in Figures 4.18-4.20. In Figure 4.19, we see that the 
performance threshold of the data rate channel metric is 17.5% higher with the highest 
frequency with blocking approach than it is with the highest/deferred approach. However, 
this is not true in Figures 4.18 and 4.20 where the performance threshold of the data rate 
channel metric is 15% and 20.8% higher, respectively, with the highest/deferred approach 
Figure 4.17 Performance of channel metrics for large-scaled topology with the large 
scenario 
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than it is with the highest frequency with blocking approach. Both of these later scenarios 
are for the large-scaled topology and suggest that a forwarding attempt that can utilize a 
channel with a shorter communication range should wait for the channel to become 
available rather than use a channel with a longer communication range. These long-range 
channels are needed for forwarding attempts that cannot utilize the short-range channels. 
We observe that a moderate improvement in network performance is achieved 
with the data rate channel metric if the channel-access strategy is matched to the 
particular topology and scenario. Because the highest/deferred approach has larger 
success probabilities in certain topologies and scenarios, we investigate alternative 
channel metrics for this particular channel-access strategy. Using the data rate channel 
metric, we modify the weights for the second and third channels to examine the 
sensitivity to these metric values. Testing a wide range of channel metric values, the 
values that produce the best network performance for the particular topologies and 
scenarios in Figures 4.18, 4.19, and 4.20 are shown in Table 4.5. We refer to these as the 
alternative data rate channel metrics. 
 Figures 4.18-4.20 show that a combination of the highest/deferred approach with 
the alternative data rate channel metric has larger success probabilities than the highest 
frequency with blocking approach and data rate channel metric as well as the 
highest/deferred approach and data rate channel metric. Figure 4.18 shows that the 
performance threshold of the highest/deferred approach and alternative data rate channel 
metric is higher than that of the highest frequency with blocking approach and data rate 
channel metric by 20%. This is also true for the medium-scaled topology with the large 
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scenario (Figure 4.19) by 42.5% and the large-scaled topology with the large scenario 
(Figure 4.20) by 29.2%. This shows that the performance threshold of the 
highest/deferred approach can be significantly better than that of the highest frequency 
with blocking approach for a particular network if an appropriate channel metric is also 
employed. 
 
 
Figure 4.18 Figure 4.19 Figure 4.20  
 
Channel 
Data 
rate 
metric 
Alternative 
data rate 
metric 
Data 
rate 
metric 
Alternative 
data rate 
metric 
Data 
rate 
metric 
Alternative 
data rate 
metric 
2 2.25 4.5 9 9 9 9 
3 1.5 3 3 4.5 3 4.5 
4 1 1 1 1 1 1 
Table 4.5 Comparison of the data rate and alternative data rate metrics for Figures 4.18-
4.20
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Figure 4.18 Performance of channel-access strategy and channel metric combinations for 
large-scaled topology with the small scenario 
Figure 4.19 Performance of channel-access strategy and channel metric combinations for 
medium-scaled topology with the large scenario 
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Next, consider a preliminary investigation to jointly select both the channel-
access strategy and the routing metric. Our preliminary study is for the medium-scaled 
topology with the large scenario and the highest/deferred channel-access strategy. A new 
channel metric, data rate/nbr count, is based on both the network connectivity and 
channel data rate.  For this topology, there are approximately 4, 24, and 24 neighbors on 
channels 2, 3, and 4, respectively. Let Nbrsi denote the number of neighbors for channel 
i, and let W_Di denote the channel metric for channel i using the data rate channel metric 
from (3.1). The channel metric for channel i for the data rate/nbr count channel metric is  
Wi = Nbrsi + W_Di.        (4.1) 
Figure 4.20 Performance of channel-access strategy and channel metric combinations for 
large-scaled topology with the large scenario 
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By accounting for the number of neighbors as well as the data rate of the traffic 
channel, the data rate/nbr count channel metric has end-to-end probability of success 
values close to that of the alternative data rate channel metric in the medium-scaled 
topology with the large scenario. These results are depicted in Figure 4.21. The data 
rate/nbr count channel metric decreases the gap between the performance thresholds of 
the data rate channel metric and the alternative data rate channel metric from 67.5% to 
6.35%. However, this combination of channel-access strategy and channel metric 
performs poorly for the small-scaled topologies, in part due to the channel-access strategy 
failing to utilize all the channels. 
Future work will investigate channel metrics that consider the data rate of the 
channel as well as a better estimate of the activity on the channels and at the terminals. 
The activity at a terminal can be more accurately determined by monitoring the fraction 
of time that a terminal is on-air transmitting, or receiving, or is blocked because a 
neighbor has reserved a channel. The channel activity gives a more accurate estimate of 
the business of the channels rather than simply using the number of neighbors. A joint 
channel-access and routing protocol should adapt the strategy for channel access as well 
as the channel metric values based on measurements of the network environment. 
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Figure 4.21 Comparison of data rate/nbr count channel metric for medium-scaled 
topology with the large scenario 
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CHAPTER FIVE 
CONCLUSIONS 
 
This study considers ad hoc networks employing frequency-agile radios that can 
use multiple channels. Each radio has a single half-duplex transceiver that can change its 
carrier frequency and chip rate. We implement new channel-access strategies and channel 
metrics for routing specifically designed for this type of software-defined radio. The 
channel-access strategies that account for the carrier frequency and data rate increase 
network performance over a strategy that does not. The performance is further increased 
when our new channel-access strategies are used in conjunction with our channel metrics. 
We show that these protocols perform well for a variety of different topologies and 
networks.  
We conclude that our highest frequency with blocking channel-access strategy 
works well for a variety of network densities and channel conditions. This approach 
employs blocking and transmits data packets on the unblocked traffic channel with the 
highest carrier frequency. The highest/deferred approach also employs blocking and 
transmits on the traffic channel having the highest carrier frequency if unblocked and 
defers the transmission if the traffic channel is blocked. This approach can produce very 
good network performance compared to the highest frequency with blocking approach in 
scenarios for which it is important to reserve heavily utilized long-range channels, but in 
most of the situations investigated here, it performs poorly.  
The data rate channel metric is investigated along with the two above-mentioned 
channel-access strategies. This routing metric assigns channel metric values to traffic 
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channels based on the amount of time it takes to transmit a packet using that particular 
traffic channel. Improved network performance is achieved for this channel metric 
compared to minimum-hop routing and a channel metric designed to select routes using 
only the links with the fastest data rate.  
We have found that simply selecting the highest frequency with blocking channel-
access strategy and the data rate channel metric results in good network performance 
across a wide range of topology and channel characteristics. However, additional 
improvements in network performance are possible if the channel-access strategy or 
routing metric is selected for the specific operating conditions. Future work will consider 
mechanisms for measuring the environment, including measures such as connectivity and 
activity, and mechanisms to utilize these measures to adapt channel access and routing. 
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